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                                        About us

                                        
                                            PappaRich has around 100 outlets worldwide including Malaysia, Australia, China, Indonesia and now we have come to Singapore to give you a better choice of Malaysian Delights! At PappaRich you will be able to find authentic and delicious staple Malaysian cuisine in the urban city of Singapore.

Read more
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            Sweet, savoury and perfectly seasoned, you know we
            	                    [image: Sweet, savoury and perfectly seasoned, you know we can never 𝘴𝘢𝘵𝘢𝘺 away from one of these meaty treat! Happy #TGIF everyone!  #papparichsg #malaysiancuisine #asiancuisine #asianfood #malaysianfood #sghalal #halalsg #foodiesg #sgfoodie #singaporerestaurant #supportlocalsg #satay #chickensatay]
        
    



    
        
            Get yourself a friend who will talk about what you
            	                    [image: Get yourself a friend who will talk about what you're planning to have for the weekend while you're still at dinner 😏]
        
    



    
        
            Can you spot all 3 differences in this sumptuous b
            	                    [image: Can you spot all 3 differences in this sumptuous bowl of Penang Assam Laksa? 🔍👀  Did you also know that we manually debone the mackerel fish that's used to create our assam laksa? 😋]
        
    



    
        
            Weekends are made for slowing down and enjoying yo
            	                    [image: Weekends are made for slowing down and enjoying your favourite food! Come and join us this #tgif for a well-deserved meal of #nasilemak, Penang #charkwayteow and more 🙌🙌]
        
    



    
        
            We're just taking it easy this rainy Wednesday wit
            	                    [image: We're just taking it easy this rainy Wednesday with a cuppa  kopi ☕️⠀ ⠀ A serving of nasi lemak with juicy fried chicken wings doesn't hurt either 🤤⠀]
        
    



    
        
            Have you heard of the 70-year-old RICH history of 
            	                    [image: Have you heard of the 70-year-old RICH history of our Hainanese Bread?  This is probably the fluffiest pillowy bread you can have due to the air pockets introduced in the long process of creating this goodness!   Enough said.. come down & try it for yourself 🤪 . . . . . #papparichsg #sghalal #halalsg #hainanesebread #bread #roti #breakfast #foodiesg]
        
    


    


	

	
	


	    
	
	        
            This error message is only visible to WordPress admins

			There has been a problem with your Instagram Feed.
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